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During the development of structural DNA nanotechnology, the emerging of scaffolded DNA origami is marvelous. It utilizes DNA double helix inherent specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing and structural features to
create self-assembling structures at the nanometer scale exhibiting the addressable character. However, the assembly of DNA origami is disorderly and unpredictable. Herein, we present a novel strategy to assemble the DNA origami using rolling circle amplification based DNA nanoribbons as the linkers. Firstly, long single-stranded DNA
from Rolling Circle Amplification is annealed with several staples to form kinds of DNA nanoribbons with overhangs. Subsequently, the rectangle origami is formed with overhanged staple strands at any edge that would hybridize with the DNA nanoribbons. By mixing them up, we illustrate the one-dimensional even two-dimensional
assembly of DNA origami with good orientation.
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Introduction
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is one of the three
major macromolecules essential for all known forms of
life because it encodes the genetic instructions used in
the development and functioning of living organisms
and many viruses. In addition to these, the DNA double
helix which includes an inherent meticulous specificity
of Watson-Crick base pairing interactions leads to the
programmability of self-assembly of DNA segments
and its structural features make it to be one of the most
outstanding building materials to fabricate architectures
with nanoscale precision.[1-3] With the development of
structural DNA nanotechnology,[4] numerous DNA
tiles,[5] two-dimension (2D) arrays,[6,7] and three-dimensional (3D) crystals have been fabricated. The
emergence of DNA origami breaks through the traditional design of DNA structures, which uses a long single-stranded virus DNA (M13mp18, 7249 nucleotides)
as a scaffold to hybridize with hundreds of staple
strands to form numerous 2D even 3D custom-designed
shapes such as square,[8] box,[9] cube,[10] vase,[11]
spherical wireframe capsule,[12] DNA origami “windmill”,[13] and so on.
Although the DNA origami nanostructures have a
spatial 6 nm resolution and up to 90% yield, their dimensions are approximately 100 nm which is not sufficient to combine the bottom-up methods of patterning

with top-down approaches. One concept to address this
problem is to get larger individual origami. An elegant
example reported by us was using a 26-kilobase (kb)
DNA single-strand scaffold derived from the long-range
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) coupled with 792
short staple strands to form a 238 nm×108 nm DNA
origami square.[14] Another concept is to combine individual DNA origami through sticky end associations
into larger structures. Following this concept, several
strategies were reported: (i) a 2D lattice with a size up
to 2 µm×3 µm was achieved by Seeman et al.[15] using
two symmetric cross-like DNA origami; (ii) a “JigSaw
puzzle strategy” was employed to create a large, discrete DNA origami structure with nine different DNA
origami tiles;[16] (iii) the “tile staple” concept by Yan et
al.[17] which directed individual DNA origami onto several loose framework resulted in four 2D structures with
95% yield; (iv) by aligning vertically connected loops in
various orientations, a sheet-like origami crystallization
of DNA was produced into micrometer scale.[18] Also,
there were other techniques such as lithographic methods to organize the single DNA structures into large
scale 1D[19] and 2D structures.[20,21]
In fact, it is difficult to organize the rectangular origami tiles into 2D structures because it is inclined to
tube formation when they are vertically connected.[19]
An alternative way to assemble the rectangular origami
tiles into sheet-like structures is to use a linker. We re-
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cently reported the formation of a variety of DNA-origami like DNA nanoribbons (DNR) assembled by rolling circle amplification (RCA)-based scaffold and several staples.[22] In this study, we put forward a new approach to control 2D self-assembly of DNA origami using RCA based DNRs through sticky end associations.

Experimental
All short oligo-DNA strands were purchased from
Invitrogen Co. Ltd. M13mp18 viral DNA was purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc.
DNRs using RCA was formed in two steps that followed the conventional rules of origami folding.[17] Approximately 1-μm-long single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
was obtained from a circle template DNA under the
RCA condition of 30 min amplification time with the
aid of a phi 29 DNA polymerase, a short DNA primer
and deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs). Three staple strands with two distinctive sets of single-stranded
sticky ends were mixed with the scaffold DNA in a ratio
of 500∶1 1×TAE-Mg buffer (40 mmol•L−1 Tris, pH
8.0, 2 mmol•L−1 EDTA, 12.5 mmol•L−1 Mg(OAc)2) and
then annealed to 95 ℃ and lefted to cool down to 4 ℃
with a programmed cooling rate of 1 ℃•min−1. The
resulting mixture was exposed to 1% agarose gel electrophoresis at 100 V for 60 min. Under UV light, the
desired band was visualized and cut out, extracted using
freeze-n-squeeze column and concentrated by a Millipore’s 30 kD molecule-cutoff Centricon spin-filter.
Using Rothemund’s original strategy, rectangular
shaped 2D origami of about 100 nm×70 nm was generated through mixing single M13mp18 scaffold strand,
short DNA staple strands and substituted capture staples
in the 1×TAE-Mg buffer with a 1∶10∶10 ratio. The
DNA origami combinatorial structures were cooled
from 95 ℃ to 4 ℃ using a PTC-200 Peltier Thermal
Cycler (MJ Research) to form predefined geometry. The
resulting solution was purified through the 1% agarose
gel. The different versions were concentrated by Millipore’s 100 kD molecule-cutoff Centricon spin-filter.
The formation of the 2D self-assembly of DNA origami using RCA based DNRs was carried out by mixing the above two solutions together and further cooled
down from 45 ℃ to room temperature in water overnight. The molar ratio of DNRs to DNA origami was
1∶10. In the end, the 2D self-assembly of DNA origami is regulated by the DNRs through hybridization
between the overhangs of the helper staple from the
origami and the complementary bases extended from
DNRs.
A drop of 3 µL of samples was deposited onto
freshly cleaved mica for 2 min, and then the solution
was mounted on a J scanner of the atomic force microscopy (Multi-mode Nanoscope VIII (Bruker, Inc.)).
After that, 30 μL of 1×TAE-Mg buffer was slowly injected into the liquid cell of the AFM. To get a clear
image, the AFM parameters, such as gain, setpoint, and
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scanning speed were carefully adjusted. Imagingwas
performed in tapping mode, with a typical scan speed of
1.97 Hz, interal gain at 1.0 and proportional gain at 5.0
using SNL-10 tips (Bruker).

Results and Discussion
RCA, simulating the replication of the circle DNA
molecules of plasmids or viruses, can be served as a
moderate technique with high fidelity to prolong oligonucleotide primer complementary with the ring-type
template DNA with a special phi 29 DNA polymerase
and deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) in place
(Figure 1a). After a long ssDNA together with 96-base
repeat units was achieved, three staples were employed
not only to fold each periodic unit of the scaffold DNA
into a rectangle but to connect adjacent units that made
the rectangles polymerized to form DNR. To connect
the individual rectangular DNA origami tiles together,
two sets of overhangs were designed to prolong the staples at each edge of DNR, resulting in the DNR-R
(overhangs at the right side of DNR, Figure 1c), DNR-L
(overhangs at the left side of DNR, Figure 1d) and
DNR-B (overhangs at both sides of DNR, Figure 1e).
Although the overhangs were 10 bases in length, they
may disturb the formation of DNRs which were simple
structures with only three 32-base staples. The bands in
agarose gel (Figure 1b) showed the formation of three
large DNA structures, while the AFM images in Figures
1f, 1g and 1h validated their formation of DNRs. Different from the traditional smooth DNRs, the geometries
of DNRs here showed sawtooth like shapes in the x-y
dimensions which were caused by the overhangs. In fact,
the sequence of the scaffold for DNRs was selected in
advance to minimize the similarity to that of M13 in
DNA origami. To examine the disturbance of the two
structures, a simple experiment was carried out by mixing DNR with DNA origami in one tube overnight. The
result by AFM images (Figure 2) indicated that the formation of the DNR displayed almost no interference
with the appearance of the DNA origami.
Generally, sticky ends cohesion is a universal
method to connect two DNA tiles together. In this study,
two sets of corresponding overhangs with 10 bp in
length were anchored on staples in short (12 strands)
and long (8 strands) edges of the rectangle DNA origami individually or together. The AFM images (Figure
3) showed the formation of origami-L (overhangs at the
left side of the origami), origami-LR (overhangs at the
left and right side of the origami), origami-T (overhangs
at the top of the origami) and origami-TB (overhangs at
the top and bottom of the origami). We firstly aligned
individual DNA origami tiles in a linear fashion with ca.
1 µm long DNRs. The assembly was carried out in a
traditional two-step annealing procedure: (1) the individual rectangle origami tiles were formed with a 1∶10
molar ratio of the M13 scaffold strand to the staple
strands in 1×TAE-Mg buffer from 95 ℃ to 4 ℃ by
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Figure 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the principle of RCA. (b)
Agarose gel images of the RCA based DNRs; Lane 1: DNRs with
the sticky ends from the right side (DNR R); Lane 2: DNRs with
the sticky ends from the left side (DNR L); Lane 3: DNRs with
the sticky ends from both sides (DNR B). (c, d, e) Structures of
the DNR R, DNR L and DNR B, respectively. (f, g, h) AFM figures of the DNR R, DNR L and DNR B, respectively.

Figure 2 AFM image of the mixture of the DNRs and rectangle
DNA origami.

slowly decreasing the temperature at a rate of 1 ℃•
min−1. Concurrently, a 1∶100 molar ratio of the ssDNA
scaffold strand from RCA to three staples was annealed
in the same way. The annealed structures were purified
with 100 kDa MWCO Microcon centrifugal filters to
remove any excess staple strands. (2) DNRs and corresponding origami tiles were mixed up and cooled down
from 45 ℃ to 25 ℃ in water overnight. Considering
their length and size, 1∶20 of the ratio was optimized
for DNRs to origami-L, while 1∶15 for DNRs to
Chin. J. Chem. 2014, 32, 137—141

Figure 3 Illustrations and AFM images of DNA rectangle origami. (a, b) Scheme of origami-L (overhangs at the left side of
the origami), origami-LR (overhangs at the left and right side of
the origami). (c, d) AFM images of origami-L, origami-LR. (e, f)
Scheme of origami-T (overhangs at the top of the origami) and
origami-TB (overhangs at the top and bottom of the origami). (g,
h) AFM images of origami-T, origami-TB.

origami-T. The temperature has also to be seriously optimized. Assuming the temperature is too high, the
nanoribbons and the double helixes that are formed in
the former procedure are so ruined that they cannot fit
the origami together to form 2D crystals.[23] To the contrary, probability of collision of those origami, nanoribbons and double helixes lessens under the low temperature leading to randomly clash with each other and no
2D array is created. We attempted the cooling down
temperature at 45 ℃ and made it.
AFM images in Figure 4 revealed that DNR could
organize the rectangle origami tiles to form DNR mediated nanoribbons and the cohesion between DNR-R and
origami-L seemed to have better assembly efficiency. In
fact, DNA double helix in both DNRs and origami tiles
had parallel helixaxis, in which direction the easier
linking of overhangs would happen.
It should be pointed out that the directly mixing of
DNRs and origami tiles would generate some gaps in
vertical direction between adjacent origami tiles linking
on the DNRs. To circumvent this problem, we proposed
to extend the helices in the top and bottom or left and
right of the rectangle DNA origami with 10-base sticky
ends. In fact, if the sticky ends in the top and bottom of
the rectangle DNA origami hybridize with each other,
nanotube structures would be the most thermodyn-amically stable folded ones. Hence, nanotube rows organized by DNRs were detected in AFM images (Figure
5d). Interestingly, the situation would be improved if
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Figure 5 (a, b, c) Illustrations of the self-assembly of nanotubes,
rectangle and nanobelts regulated by RCA nanoribbons. (d, e, f)
AFM portrays of the assembled structures.

Figure 4 (a, c, e) Schematic demonstration and AFM image of
the linear configuration of DNR R and origami-L. (b, d, f) Schematic demonstration and AFM image of the linear configuration
of DNR R and origami-D.

changing the cooling down procedures. After the origami-L lack of top and bottom staples was formed, it
was mixed together with DNR-R and the sticky-ended
lacking staples, which were cooled down from 45 ℃ to
25 ℃ in water overnight. The consequence of wellorganized rectangle origami tiles with no gap or little
gap on DNRs was observed in AFM images of Figure
5e. Since there was exactly no single nanotube in the
AFM images, we suggested that hybridization of overhangs along the helix axis of DNR-R and origami-L was
faster in dynamics and more stable in thermodynamics
than the top/bottom sticky ends cohesion. Although the
hybridization of left/right sticky ends of the rectangle
DNA origami helped individual origami tiles to link
with DNRs, the formed DNRs were extremely twisted
(Figure 5f). These right-handed helical structures agree
with the results reported by Shih’s group and Yan’s
group,[24] in which an origami structure with a helical
twist density of greater than 10.5 bases per turn was
used.
We next to explore the formation of DNRs mediated
large periodic 2D crystalline arrays. The two ways were
schematically shown in Figures 6a and 6b, in which
rectangle origami tiles were arranged in a row or a
column between two DNRs. After the formation of
DNR-B for origami-LR and DNR-B for origami-TB
respectively, they were mixed together with the
left/right or top/bottom sticky ends of the rectangle origami, which were cooled down from 45 ℃ to 25 ℃
in water overnight. The formation of 2D crystalline arrays with the size about 500 nm×700 nm was achieved
only in the cohesion between DNR-B and origami-LR,
as can be seen from the AFM images in Figure 6c. The
AFM images in Figure S1 also validated their forma140
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Figure 6 Formation of two-dimensional origami arrays. (a, c)
Schematic and AFM pictures of 2D self-assembly of origami-LR
operated by DNR B. (b, d) Schematic and AFM pictures of 2D
self-assembly of origami-TD manipulated by DNR B.

tion. Although DNR-L helped the formation of rectangle origami tiles into helical structures, origami-TB
seemed to be difficult to associate with DNR-B (Figure
6d), either to the cohesion of origami tiles by left/right
sticky ends. We proposed that DNR-B firstly associated
with individual origami-TB, while the less rigid property of DNR-B blocked the left/right sticky ends cohesions.

Conclusions
To sum up, we have manifested an innovative tactic
to control the self-assembly of rectangle DNA origamis.
Among the strategies tested, RCA based DNR ssucceeded to organize the rectangle origami tiles through
sticky end scohesion, even to form 2D crystalline arrays
with the help of top/bottom sticky ends of the rectangle
origami. This is one of the opportunities created by our
striking command over the organization of materials
using DNA. In particular, the strategy of using the oligomerization of a single type of origami can be broad-
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ened to more complex DNA origami assemblies. It may
be possible to provide a great platform for capturing,[25]
molecular assembly lines, registration and orientation of
non-DNA material over distances of micron level,
nanomachines, drug delivery and nanoelectronic or
nanophotonic circuit assembly. We anticipate that our
method we have proposed here could be successfully
used for the 2D self-assembly of DNA nanomaterials to
acquire the great potential of structural DNA nanotechnology.
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